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Abstract. Items that provide a complex experience to the user can be difficult
to review and compare. Deciding what food, movies, or clothes to purchase can
prove to be difficult on star ratings alone. While most digital storefronts allow
the user to rate an item based on a qualitative score, the experience is more
nuanced than a simple rating. Beer is one such beverage that can be difficult to
describe on star rating alone and provides an experience that can vary greatly
from one person to another. Craft beer in the U.S. is a fast-growing market, with
volume growth totaling 18% in 2014 [4]. As the craft beer market grows, so do
the number of options available to a customer at the store. Currently there are
three main ways to describe a beer: its style (lager, ale, lambic), its alcohol
percentage, and its bitterness rating. This project aimed to quantify user’s beer
experiences beyond these three characteristics, by performing a principal com-
ponents analysis on user submitted reviews to RateBeer.com. Potential users
were also involved in the development of an interactive information visualiza-
tion, with the goal of allowing users to explore and navigate many beers at once
by flavor. The research contained within this paper culminated in a live, fully
functional informational visualization, which can be viewed online.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Items that provide a complex experience to the user can be difficult to review and
compare. Deciding what food, movies, or clothes to purchase can prove to be difficult
on star ratings alone. While most digital storefronts allow the user to rate an item based
on a qualitative score, the experience is more nuanced than a simple rating. Beer is one
such beverage that can be difficult to describe on a star rating system and provides an
experience that can vary greatly from one person to another.

Craft beer in the U.S. is a fast-growing market, with volume growth totaling 18% in
2014 [4]. As the craft beer market grows, so do the number of options available to a
customer at the store. This leads to what is known as a long tail market place, where
once a few key players dominated the market, several niche products instead become
more popular [3]. As the number of beers available to a consumer increases, it can be
hard for a consumer to find the beer they will enjoy the most. There are three main
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ways to describe a beer: its style (lager, ale, lambic), its alcohol percentage, and its
bitterness rating. Unless you are a savvy beer consumer, understanding each beer style
and what it means in terms of flavor can be difficult. Additionally, some consumers
may find it hard to understand the bitterness rating of a beer, or even its alcohol
percentage. Even when style is understood by a consumer, a beer may not follow the
style to the letter and may instead opt to include several flavor additives that may
change its overall flavor profile. While adding just a fruit flavor made be easy for a
consumer to understand, some complicated beers such as a saison (a type of beer
categorized by its herbal yeast) can be modified heavily. One such way to modify a
beer is to add a biotic found in yogurt to produce a tart flavor.

Given the context of this problem, this project began by examining the current
solutions available for users to browse and rate beers. One of the more popular apps
used to rate and browse beers is Untappd. Untappd allows users to rate beers on a
simple scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest rating. Users can also add comments,
although these are few and far between. Beers can generally only be browsed through a
list, highlighting each beers rating.

In discussing Untappd’s rating solution with local CEO of Creature Comforts
Brewery Chris Herron, he stated; “I agree that I do not like the rating system of only 5
stars on untapped, but I think the ease of use is why so many people use it”. Untappd’s
data alone wouldn’t be very useful in creating a visualization, simply ranking beers by
star or style rating wouldn’t provide a novel or different beer browsing experience.

Many beer social networks while somewhat chaotic generally adhere to common
themes. As outlined by Dwyer [5], several forces can manipulate or shape how a social
network functions and discusses content. One principal of influence described by the
paper is contextual imperative, in which groups aim to communicate using similar
structure. An example of this can be seen at RateBeer.com. At RateBeer, each beer can
be rated on the same 1–5 star rating system, however the community typically follows
up their star rating with an additional textual review. In these reviews, the community
generally discusses key flavors, and attempts to describe the beer using key adjectives,
and tastes relating to other, more common foods. For richer, darker beers you may see
the word “chocolate” used to describe the beer for example. The users are not required
to fill this portion of the review out, however the community has itself self-imposed a
general structure in describing beers using this format.

The goal of this research is to design an interactive visualization that could aid users
in understanding beer beyond just its style or star rating. This tool would be informed
directly by consumers, by directly translating their textual reviews and descriptions of a
beer into a flavor scatterplot. This research aimed to follow the user-centered design
process to aid in the creation of meaningful interactive elements [2].

2 Method

2.1 Beer Flavor Matrix Construction

The research began by collecting and examining user submitted textual beer reviews
which were written on RateBeer.com. These long form textual re-views were copied
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and analyzed using several methods of textual visualization. First, word clouds were
used to examine which words were most common. A master word list was created by
ranking words by their commonality (with more common words appearing at the top).
This was done to attempt to parse a taxonomy of flavor, removing words which were
not adjectives or flavor descriptors such as great, nice, or mouthfeel. The flavor map
created by Meilgaard et al. was used as inspiration for this taxonomy, by extending the
44 words used in the 1979 publication to describe beer into a list of 451 flavor
descriptors based on commonality [8].

With a taxonomy in place, a matrix was of each beer and each of the 451
descriptors was populated with word scores. The max number of descriptors were used
to help describe beers that may have unique flavors. While a good number of char-
acteristics were not overall useful in calculating the PCA, they could still be helpful in
describing the beer by its flavor. While beers that were described as tasting of coconut
were rare, it was still important to record and display the flavor to the user to aid in their
decision making process.

The word scores were computed by splitting each review sentence into individual
words and counting how many times each filtered characteristic word appears across all
beer reviews. A ratio was then computed, by taking the total number of times a specific
word appeared and dividing it by the total number of words available in the corpus.
This would then give a percentage score, of how much the specific characteristic
appeared in relation to the total word count. The beers present in the matrix were
filtered down to those which were made in Georgia (minus 11 macro beers) and which
had at least 3 reviews.

With the matrix constructed, a principal components analysis (PCA) was created to
aid in the future plotting of beers based on flavor [1]. In short, a PCA was used because
each beer had a multitude of potentially inter-correlating variables. A PCA allows the
creation of two uncorrelated variables which can be attributed to each beer. These
variables allow for the creation of two major summary variables, that can be used to
group similar beers together. The components are loaded onto either positively, neg-
atively, or not at all by a characteristic. For example, a beer which had the word
“chocolate” appear a lot in its reviews will load highly on the first component (X-Axis),
while another beer with the word “golden” would load less for the same component.
Thus the chocolate beer would be placed more to the right on the x axis, while the
golden beer would be placed on the left side. Table 1 below shows the top charac-
teristics for each axis and direction.

Table 1. Top loading characteristics for each axis and its direction.

Axis & Direction 1 Highest 2 3 4 Lower

Positive X Tan Chocolate Dark Black
Negative X White Golden Yellow Citrus
Positive Y Hops Pine Bitter Caramel
Negative Y Tart Yellow Sour Wheat
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2.2 Information Visualization Technique Selection

With the data collected, and the matrix constructed, the user participated design process
began by evaluating several key information visualization techniques. 8 Participants
were asked to examine 3 separate visualization techniques in the context of beer. For
each visualization, the participants were asked to rate how easily they were able to
understand what the visualization was conveying.

The first visualization shown was a word cloud (Fig. 1) made up of the charac-
teristics for one beer. The word cloud was generated using a website word cloud tool
kit at voyant-tools.com. Word clouds can be helpful in demonstrating the general
characteristics of one beer, but can take up a lot of space, making it difficult to compare
multiple word clouds at once.

The second visualization was a word tree (Fig. 2), which showed individual words
emanating from a singular, key word across multiple reviews. The aim of this visu-
alization is to give further context to individual words that might be of interest to the
user. If a user desired to understand in what ways a beer is smooth for example, they
could use a word tree to better understand how the word is used across several reviews.
This visualization was made using the tool at jasondavies.com.

The final visualization shown to the participant, was inspired by a correlative
textual data visualization created by Endert et al. [6]. This IN-SPIRE galaxy visual-
ization technique (Fig. 3) is used to show how documents relate to one another based
on concordance. In the context of this study, participants were asked to examine this
visualization as if many beers were grouped together in “clouds” based on similarity.
To put the design in further context, controls and beer-specific flavors were also
included.

Fig. 1. A word cloud visualization taken from a beer’s review texts.
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2.3 Information Visualization Technique Feedback

These three designs were chosen based on their differing levels of granularity when
displaying the data. The IN-SPIRE galaxy visualization could be used to review many
beers at once. The word cloud view, could then be used to describe one beer selected
within the IN-SPIRE galaxy view. Further, each word within the word cloud could then

Fig. 2. A word tree with Smooth as the root word, following with individual reviews.

Fig. 3. Prototype interface using a galaxy view, with hover tool tip and search tools to the right.
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be examined in context with a word-tree. Each of these levels represented a drill down
process in which a user could quickly explore many different beers and understand
what makes each beer similar or different to others. This context was given to 8
participants before they were asked to review each visualization technique on its own,
within the context of selecting a beer. Some comments which were influential in the
prototype design are shown below.

Word Cloud Comments:
“A lot of turning and head twisting to read.”
“Not sure if color means anything?”
“Show main contributors to flavor, such as summer and refreshing.”
“Seems needlessly cluttered. Hard to pick out all of the traits.”

Word Tree Comments:
“At first glance, unable to tell what it means. Not sure what it represents.”
“With more interaction, I could see this being useful.”
“Gives a limited idea of what the beer is like as compared to the cloud.”

Galaxy View Comments
“Clustering of beer by characteristics, really want to interact with it.”
“Trying to figure out the ordering, why are some clouds close to the
top/bottom?”
“If it is a scatterplot, what is the x/y axis?”
“Would want to hover over each beer individually.”

2.4 Functional Prototype Design

With my axes understood, and with user feedback, I moved onto plotting the data and
designing the user interface using JavaScript, CSS, and HTML. The library D3.js was
used to program most of the visualization, with the rest being handled in simple
JavaScript or jQuery.

First, I attempted to remedy some of the initial questions users might have by
creating a splash screen with help information that loads when the user arrives on the
page (Fig. 4). This help screen describes the research, and general instructions. While
most users may click away from this screen immediately upon arrival, a link in the
bottom right-hand corner of the screen can be selected to revisit this menu.

Scatterplot Design
Once the scatterplot created from the PCA was rendered, an interesting pattern
emerged. A triangle like structure was formed from the data-points, which could lend
itself to general beer categories. These categories can be best described as high loading
Y beers (hoppier flavor), low loading Y beers (fruitier flavor) and high loading X beers
(richer flavor, such as chocolate or coffee). There is also a general fourth category of
beers that emerged in the center of the triangle, which could be best described as
blander beers, such as pilsners or lagers which did not contain these hoppy, fruity, or
rich flavors. A view of the general structure can be seen in Fig. 5.

In designing the scatterplot visualization, inspiration was taken from the galaxy
view, while attempting to emphasize the axes and position of the data points within it.
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To aid in user navigation of the scatter plot, a mini map was created with a black box to
show the current user’s view of the scatterplot, even when zoomed in. It would shrink
if the user zoomed in and grow if the user zoomed out. The black box would also
change its center position based on user pan movements. The mini-map was labeled
with axes names and a direction. The x axis was labeled with “Richer Flavor”
increasing to the right, and the y axis was labeled with “Hoppier Flavor” increasing in
an upward direction.

Fig. 5. PCA general structure in scatterplot with grouped labels.

Fig. 4. BrewFinder help splash screen.
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A bivariate color map was also used to help differentiate nodal position [7]. The
richer darker beers, were displayed using a darker blue shade in this ramp. Hoppier
beers on the other hand, were displayed using a greener shade. Hops are typically
shown on beer labels as green flower buds, so this connection may have some con-
nection with other beer drinkers. Fruity/sour beers are generally colored in white.
Colors were attributed to the points based on where that node fell on the x and y
distribution. The size of the dot on the page corresponded to the number of reviews that
have been written about the beer, or how “big” the beer is. Four different dot sizes were
chosen based on specific review count ranges. If the cursor were to hover over a node, a
tooltip would be displayed with an image of the beer, its style, its alcohol, and its
bitterness rating (Fig. 6).

Search and Filter Tools
Other tools were added to the toolbar to the left of the scatterplot view. At the top of the
toolbar, are the search tools. The first search tool is the beer or brewery search, where a
user can type in a specific beer or brewery name. When the user types in a name, or
uses any filter control, beers that do not fit the criteria are hidden from the scatterplot.
Below the brewery/beer search bar, is the characteristic search bar. This would allow
someone to quickly filter for beers that contain a certain characteristic. For instance, a

Fig. 6. BrewFinder overview, with a beer data point tooltip displayed, as well as selected with
an ordered list of characteristics to the left of the screen.
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user could search for the term “fruity” and only beers described as fruity in their
reviews would be displayed on the scatterplot. This could be very helpful to someone
who is really looking for a specific flavor in their beer, such as chocolate, coffee, or
caramel.

Below the search controls, are the general filter controls. Here the user can filter
beers based on style, seasonal offering, bitterness rating, alcohol percentage, and the
number of reviews. Each of these filters update automatically once selected and hide
any beers that do not meet the given criteria. To clear both the search and filter controls,
and show all beers on the scatterplot, a reset button was place just below the filter
controls.

Selected Beer Name and Characteristic List
When a beer is selected, the beers name appears below the search and filter controls,
followed by a couple external links and a character list. The first link takes the user to
TapHunter.com, where the name of the beer is piped into the sites search field, so that a
user could potentially find the beer at a bar or store near them. The second link to the
right takes the user to the selected beer’s full review page at the source, ratebeer.com.

Below the links, is the character list. Here a list of characteristics are displayed top
to bottom, from most prevalent to least prevalent. Size is used here as well to convey
the scale at which each word is used, similar to the size of a word in a word cloud.
A list was used instead of a cloud here to improve readability of a selected beer. This
results in fewer overall words that can be shown versus a word cloud, since only 10 can
be displayed. If the user clicks on one of the words, they are able to see examples of the
word in context through a popup display (Fig. 7). In this display, the user can
understand what each reviewer meant in context when using a specific characteristic to
describe a beer. This design is somewhat different from the word tree, however the
general purpose of raising contextual awareness remains.

Fig. 7. Contextual characteristic view.
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2.5 Functional Prototype Evaluation

The user evaluation was conducted with 8 participants, in a semi-structured interview
format. The test was completed using the user’s personal computer. This was done to
obtain a variety of experiences based on the way they would use the website on their
own. Users were first asked to rate their knowledge of both beer and interactive
visualizations. Then, they were asked their initial reactions to the system once pre-
sented. The users were then asked to complete several tasks with the interface, and was
encouraged to explore the data set on their own at the end of various tasks. In this way,
emergent findings and discoveries could occur, where as a hard-scripted evaluation
would be limited. One important task, was to ask the user to view the characteristics of
a beer that they have had before, and answer whether the characteristics match their
own past experiences. At the end of each task, several probe questions were provided,
so that comments about the system could be recorded through note taking. Each user
was also asked to rate the ease of use for each task on a five point Likert scale. Some
post test questions were then asked at the end of the tasks, specifically concerning if
they would use the tool for their own use, if they would recommend it to a friend, and
any additional comments they may want to make about the system.

3 Results

3.1 Functional Prototype Summative Evaluation

For the demographics, the self-reported beer knowledge average across participants was
reported at 4.25/10, with 10 meaning a large amount of knowledge, and 1 meaning very
little. For the interactive visualization rating, participants averaged 6.5/10. Participants
were also asked if they have had trouble purchasing beer in the past, and the answer was
yes across every session. For each task, participants were asked to rate the ease of
completing each task out of 5, with 5 being very easy, and 1 being not easy at all. The
average ratings for each task were; help menu task (4.1), tooltip reading/hover task (4.8),
understanding characteristics (4.7), zooming/panning/knowing where you are on the
scale (4.4), using search and filter (4.4), and using reverse character search (5). The
comments made after completing each task by participants are shown below.

Finding/understanding the help menu.
“Too many words.”
“Expected the button to be somewhere at the top.”
“(Button) should be placed in top right.”
“Should be in bullets.”
“Helps tell you what to do.”

Reading tooltips, hovering over nodes.
“I can actually understand what the meaning of the color is.”
“I like that the tooltip has a picture.”
“Have a better explanation of why there are blank spaces on the scatterplot.”
“Easy to read tooltip. You know it goes with that specific bubble.”
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Understanding characteristics.
“Matches the taste of the beer.”
“Characteristics totally match Guinness.”
“Characteristics accurately describe the beer.”
“Maybe not how I would personally describe it, but it describes it well.”
“Athena is kind of a love it or hate it thing, because it is tart and weird. If it has
lemon, and you are not a big fan of that, you can click on it and see specifically
what it is about.”
“I wouldn’t identify with the word pine for this beer, not a word I use.”
“Really like the sentence view by clicking on the word, helps get an
understanding.”

Zooming/panning, knowing the scale.
“Can tell that the beers closest to the one I select are going to be similar.”
“Zooming in helps me understand beer at a glance.”
“Weird that the size of the dot doesn’t change on zoom, just the legend.”
“Easy to find what you are looking for once zoomed in to see the
characteristics.”
“Zooming on touchpad is very difficult.”
“Text seems to overlap in some places when zoomed in.”

Search and filter.
“Really easy.”
“Had a hard time finding the brewery search at the top.”
“Name entry is confusing, uses a combination of brewery and beer name.”
“Sliders are intuitive.”
“Enter button doesn’t work to confirm search.”

Reverse characteristic search.
“The autocomplete list present while typing helps suggest things to you may not
have thought of before.
“Would use this.”
“Seems to be case sensitive.”
“Would help me weed out the nasty stuff.”
“Super easy.”

4 Discussion

Feedback for the prototype was generally positive. Participant’s immediately found
meaning within the characteristic list and could tell at a glance what it meant. Users also
gravitated towards using the character search to find beers with specific qualities. One
such user described beers they like as generally tasting “grassy”. They typed in the word
and found several beers which had this trait listed as one of their top 10 traits. They then
selected one of the beers and used the “Find It” link to locate the beer through
TapHunter.com. They found the beer using the tool at a local grocery store and found the
characteristics to be aligned with his own perception of the beer and stated that it worked
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as expected. Given the ease of use ratings for each task, the prototype overall was very
usable, with a few key pain points that need to be addressed in a future revision.

One potential pain point across users who may not have deep knowledge about
beer, may not identify with certain, potentially overly descriptive characteristics. Pine is
one such characteristic a user was confused by and did not perceive it as a good word to
describe flavor, while the word was quite popular among those who wrote reviews to
describe certain beers. A difference in vocabulary can lead to poor communication
between the interface, and those who may not understand potentially complicated
descriptors.

Another potential pain point is the scatterplot itself, and its ability to display many
beers at once. For simplicity’s sake, this current revision focused on displaying only
craft beers within the state of Georgia (along with several macro beers). To scale this
up, would require either a filter for user geographic area (i.e. which beers are typically
offered around them) and/or potentially a clustered, group view where the user is
required to drill down to a specific area of the scatterplot (starting with a structure
similar to the three-group design discussed earlier in the paper).

5 Conclusion

The BrewFinder interactive visualization is currently live at www.GABrewFinder.com.
One general discussion had outside of the evaluation with those who have used the
system, showed how much of a demand there is for a mobile version of the site. This
makes sense, given the typical consumer’s behavior of deciding which beer to purchase
while they are out at a bar or at the grocery store, and may not have time or the time to
browse the tool beforehand. I decided the desktop platform could provide the greatest
amount of power to the user to explore the dataset at hand and could be used as a
testing ground for which features specifically could be carried over into a mobile
version. A new study could be done in the future which aims to take this application
and bring it to mobile. This study could examine not the visualization techniques used
here, and novel approaches that better suit the desired platform.

This research is also not just limited to the scope of beers and exploring their flavor.
This same process and design, could be used to examine reviews about any type of
product that may be hard to quantify, but it accompanied by length text reviews. Some
potential candidates are movies, video games, or other media. With the growing
appearance of the long-tail market in several areas, the ability to explore and draw the
attention of consumers to their desired or intended product, is potentially very valuable.
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